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On Wednesday, Sept. 1 7, the Latin
American and Iberian film festival
kicked off its fifteenth year in the Life
Science Center (LSC) auditorium. The
festival, sponsored by the Spanish section of the Language and Cultural
Studies
Department,
features
Argentinean, Cuban, Peruvian, and
Brazilian movies, all with English subtitles and guest speakers, usually
Trinity professors in the Hispanic
Studies Program who have studied the
movie or know it in depth. This year's
festival began with the Argentinean
film Historias Minimas, or "Intimate
Stories." A pre- and post-screening discussion of the film was led by Director
of the Blume Language and Culture
Learning Center Eduardo Lage-Otero.
He mentioned that Historias Minimas
should actually be translated to
"Miniscule Stories," but while watching the film it became clear that both
interpretations were suitable. The film
followed the journeys of three main
characters to the city of San Julian,
Argentina. Maria, a young wife and
mother, is selected to compete on a
game show for the grand prize, a multiprocessor. Don ·J usto, an elderly and
lonely man hears that his beloved dog,
who ran away years ago, has been

While there is no way to
know if the number of on-cam·
pus sexual assaults has
increased or decreased in
recent years, there has been a
rise in the number of reports
filed, according to Director of
the Women and Gender
Resources Action Center Laura
Lockwood.
Lockwood estimates that
more than 90 percent of sexual
assaults remain unreported.
Last year, there were 16 reports
of sexual assault on campus, 13
of them occurring in the 20072008 school year. Three were
reports from attacks that had
taken place in previous years.
This figure is up from the nine
reports filed in 2006.
"There is no way of knowing
[the true figures] because so
many cases go unreported,"
explained Lockwood. "There
has been an increase in report·
ing, which is a good thing
because only the victims who
come forward can be helped,
but an increase in reporting
does not correlate to an
increase in assaults."

On Thursday, Sept. 18, Zachs Hillel House hosted Conversation Over a Cocktail,
an event designed to encourage interaction between members of the Trinity College
community. An effort initiated by Adjunct Professor of Public Policy Ned Cabot and
JT McLain '09, the event is designed to stimulate conversation. According to McLain,
'"Conversation' is a tool to share ideas and a tool t,o theorize wgether about how t,o
make those ideas a reality. In the context of this event, 'conversation' is an open dialogue with a diverse group of professors and students who would not usually see each
other socially. Engaging in 'conversation' shows us just how much communities are
denned .from the bottom up and not from the top down."
This Thursday, Sept. 18, I, Kyle Wmnick '09, attended Conversation Over
a Cocktail, hosted by the Zachs Hillel House. I was a little embarrassed that,
as a senior, I had never heard of the event prior to this assignment. Therefore,
with self-reproach, I put on semi-formal attire hoping for a night of alcoholfueled conversation and a chance to make up for the years I opted to watch a
movie instead of participate in anything extra-curricular. While this was cer
tainly not a Saturday night at the fraternities, there was wine offered with an

see LATIN on page 13
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The Spirit World:
AltandReligion inHoili
New exhibit at the
Austin Arts Center features
M. Mompremier's
"Queen of Heaven" (below).
page 12

PROF. MASUR ON MUSIC, BASEBALL, LITERATURE
CARVER DISERENS '09
OPINIONS EDITOR

Carver Diserens '09 interviews
William R. Kenan, Jr. Professor of
American Institutions and Values Lou
Masur.

Carver Diserens: You're teaching a
class this spring about baseball. Do you
think you'll be discussing anything about
a certain reigning national championship
team?
Lou Masur: We'll have to see. I love
baseball, I serve as faculty adviser to the
baseball team. It truly is America's game.
One can use the game to chart social and
cultural changes in American society. The
obvious example is Jackie Robinson and
you can study the importance of his inclusion in the sport.
CD: As an avid baseball fan, where
does Trinity's accomplishment rank
among all-time accomplishments in the
sport?
LM: Objectively, it's one of the greatest accomplishments of all time. The
team set a wins record that will probably
never be surpassed. The fact that they

Jor yn Sims
Professor Lou Masur stands next to a poster featuring Bruce Springsteen, a subject of his lectures.

did it on the Division III- level, in some
ways, makes it all the more remarkable
because Division ID does not get the
same level of support that they get in
Division I. Baseball is not like other
sports, where a team can be dominant

PUBIJSHED BY lHE STUDENTS OF TRINITY Coll.EGE SINCE

and win 99 out of 100 times; baseball is
baseball, anyone can win in a given
game. That the team was able to sustain
that level of quality for so long is truly a

see PROFESSOR on page 11
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Tripod Editorials
Perhaps Answers to
Campus Problems Ma,
Be Found in the Past

that studious behavior, it is
invaluable to have these professors as a larger part of the Trinity
Established in 1904 - - - - - -~•
community, outside the realm of
In the archives of the Tripod academia.
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF Elizabeth Brown '09
Our front page this week covoffice, we have a collection of old
MANAGING EDITOR Jrunes Kukstis '10
lvys. Looking through the year- ers the first Conversation Over a
books, there are some differences Cocktail of the semester, again,
NEWS EDITORS
OPINIONS EDITORS
in the way the campus looks and working to bring together this
Carver Diserens '09
Sarah Harvey ' 11
in the clothing style of students Trinity community in "new"
Rebecca Brown '11
Anne Benjamin '10
(though these are, unsurprising· ways.
Are these ways so new, or
ly,
less pronounced: good style
ARTS EDITORS
FEATURES EDITORS
transcends.)
And
while
some
of
simply
new to us? I would
Courtney Cregan '09
Nicole Dubowitz '10
hypothesize
that maybe they
the
rituals
seem
a
little
lost
in
Alessandra Siraco ' 11
Elizabeth Agresta ' 11
time, this new semester has aren't so far away from what stuCOPY CHIEF
SPORTS EDITORS
reminded me that what might dents have known in the past.
Jordyn Sims '10
Greg Amarra '10
have been lost is not necessarily Old alums that I talked to at
Shah Momin '10
Reunion Weekend this past sum·
gone.
COPY EDITORS
Trinity has, this year, rein· mer relished in stories of visiting
Alexandra Masko '10
PHOTO EDITOR
stated a Faculty-in-Residence . professors' houses for dinner and
Jordyn Sims '10
Bryce Blum ' 10
program, which has various drinks to talk about issues affectJosh Ephraim ' 11
members of the faculty living on ing the campus and the world at
Alex Champoux ' 11
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS
campus.
Though perhaps a bold large. By bringing back faculty
Nathan Kirschbaum '09
move
by
those faculty members, members living on campus,
STAFF WRITERS
Elizabeth Agresta ' 11
who
undoubtedly
have to endure Trinity is hopefully harking back
Krystal Ramirez '10
much noise and likely have to see to these days when professors
John Graves ' 10
DESIGN EDITOR
Yuwei Xie '11
Aileen McBride '09
their students engaged in less smoke in the classroom, and
John Downes-Angus '11
ONLINE EDITORS

Tim Uygungil '10
Elizabeth Agresta '11
BUSINESS MANAGERS

Jordyn Sims '10
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Elizabeth Agresta ' 11
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there were no women sharing
said classrooms. I am thankful
that both of these instances are
no longer the case (my Jane
Austen course last semester had
40 students, only four of us men,
providing me with interesting
perspectives), and am confident
that their return is not imminent.
So many people complain
about Trinity and about the
issues that we face, but I think
that their answers may lie in the
past. Not the all-white, all-male,
elitist past, but in the historic
strengths of liberal arts colleges
that Trinity had strayed from
and seems to be coming back to,
signified by an increasingly
happy, satisfied community.
What we all hoped to find when
we came. Are our problems going
to be solved by a cocktail party?
Maybe partly.

J.E.K

Tripod Editorials represent the views of the executive board of The Trinily Tripo'J,
comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.

Letters to the Editor
New Economic
s,stem to Emerge
in Near Future
For their 30 years of talk
about free market economics to
justify an economic system sup·
posedly based upon a premise of
minimal to no regulation or gov·
ernment intervention, the eco·
nomic news of the past week has
been quite comical. For it has
been those "free market"
Republicans like John McCain
and George W. Bush, strong
endorsers of Washington's
"Ownership Society," that have
been condemning Wall Street
greed and lack of regulation.
Suddenly, Senator McCain is
casting himself as the new regulator in town. Now, after eight
years of a Republican economic
policy that's main accomplish·
ment has been the padding of
CEO's pockets, even as they are
dragged out of their offices in
handcuffs, the Republican party
is saying that they should be the
ones trusted to turn our econo·
my back around.
In his speech this summer at
the
Democratic
National
Convention, Bill Clinton alluded
to the fact that this was the first
time in 30 years since the
''Reagan Revolution" that the
Republicans had been able to
bulldoze through Washington
their economic plan. And the
result has been frightening.
Gasoline prices have more than
tripled since the Republican
Party took power, the housing
market is in shambles, unemployment is up, real median
income is down, inflation is
rampant, and some of the most
credible and longstanding
banks on Wall Street have
recently declared bankruptcy.
Now, those same Republicans
who claimed that any democrat
in power would try to pass overly bureaucratic business·crip·
piing regulation and 'big government intervention' in the

economy are planning the the Great Depression, and have
largest government interven- allowed the country to achieve
tion and bail-out of modern his- the prosperity that we have.
tory.
Over
$700 billion.
For too many years the
Suddenly, big government inter- Republicans have consistently
vention is necessary and patri- won on the economy because
otic to save America from ''Wall they engaged in fictitious pan·
Street greed and the lack of gov· dering: "we'll lower your taxes
ernment regulation" as Senator and balance the budget better
McCain recently said. Seems than those 'tax and spend liber·
Republicans are only socialist als."' ''We don't want to put big
government's hands in your
when they need to be.
To me, we are nearing the pocket." Well, we have finally
end of, as Senator Obama put it, seen the culmination of thirty
"[What] in Washington [the years of this consistent drum·
Republicans]
call
the beat of false political panders. It
"Ownership Society." Out of was a Republican who cut
work? Tough luck. No health spending and lowered your
care? The market will fix it. taxes that first began our
Born into poverty? Pull yourself nation's perilous path into a per·
up by your own bootstraps -- manent debt-based economy. It
even if you don't have boots." was a Democrat who presided
Finally Americans have been under the most prosperous eco·
able to realize what will actual- nomic times in a generation,
ly happen to our nation's econo· imposing common sense regula ·
my if we allow this kind of pure, tion on businesses and keeping
unfettered capitalism, protected taxes low on working families
by the Republican lobbyists and and creating millions of new
lawmakers in Washington. jobs in America. It was a
Common sense regulation, as Republican who cut takes on the
we had under President Clinton super-rich and deregulated the
(when we created 23 million market to such a manner that
new jobs), is not a socialist within the short span of no more
mechanism: it makes sure that than 4-8 years our nation has
employees of a company get gone from a period of record
their pension after they put in prosperity to one where
forty years for that company. It Americans are worried about
ensures that some avaricious paying for gasoline so that they
banks don't make a quick buck can go out and look for a job payby swindling millions of ing more than seven dollars an
Americans out of their money, hour after they were laid off
and then throwing them out on from a job where they lost their
the streets. A progressive tax pension and their CEO is now
system, as we had under surrounded by beautiful women
President Clinton when we feeding him grapes on the South
turned a 300 billion dollar of France. That is the economic
deficit left by George H. W. Bush system the Republicans have
into a 300 billion dollar surplus supported and will continue to
which was subsequently squan- implement in the coming years
dered by George W. Bush, is not if given the chance. It's not
equivalent to Stalin's 1928 land about Obama being a socialist,
collectivization: it makes sure or one party supporting hard
that we have the proper money work and the other not. Its
to invest in social services and about facts.
public infrastructure that have
Hady Matar
been the hallmark of the U.S.
Class
of 2011
since they were created to stop

OPINIONS
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Technology's Rewiring Tap Situation Provides Opportunity
of Human Interaction
QUINN BANNON '09
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

JOHN DOWNES-ANGUS '11

close friends feel rushed and
temporary. We all enjoy each
other's company, but when
I tried to avoid the tempta- wielding our cellular weapons,
tion to swing on my friend's we approach the night like
pull-up bar, I really did. It was gluttons:
all
extraneous
precariously placed on the options, we believe, ought to
trim of the doorway, and not be considered.
When Truman Capote cridesigned to satisfy my childlike desires. Still, I swung. I tiqued Jack Kerouac's On the
was having a fantastic time. Road he said, "That's typing,
Then, at the cusp of my epic not writing." Capote asserted
swing, the pull-up bar slipped that Kerouac's book read
exactly like
out and I was
the
rushed
flung into the
As typists of our human
and distractair, parallel to
experience, we try and
the
ground.
ed experienc.e
succeed in rushing
it sought to
The
event
describe.
my
bruised
through and amassing a
tailbone and
This notion of
social network. I can
typing (and
my
dignity.
befriend people with the
not writing)
Most imporcan
be
tantly, howev·
click of a button, rather
applied to the
er, it busted
than with a handshake
modern, techmy phone.
and a discussion.
no logic a 11 y
I
never
mediated
owned a phone
in high school. The option was experience of human interacthere, but I was content with tion. We are all typists - litermy landlines. I ridiculed my ally and metaphorically friends for their compulsory when it comes to social experitexting habits. I laughed at ences. In the literal sense of
them when they lost their typing, we text the people we
phones and suffered the are too timid to call; we minddespair of a mother who had lessly type e-mails and post on
lost her child. I got my first people's Facebook walls. The
phone upon beginning my col- metaphorical sense is more
lege career, and now I am like disturbing.
the friends I used to make fun
As typists of our human
of.
experience, we try and sucI went out on Friday night ceed in rushing through and
with my broken phone. How, I amassing a social network. I
wondered to myself, could I can befriend people with the
avoid speaking to people by click of a button, rather than
feigning a text? How could I with a handshake and a disfrantically scroll my contact cussion. I can dodge people I
list in the event that I had to would rather not speak to by
get away from a boring or tapping my cell phone. I can
awkward situation? Armed decide, before really getting to
with a penciled contact list know someone, what sort of
consisting of about eight peo- person he or she is based upon
ple, I undertook the night's a few pictures they provide on
festivities feeling like an their Facebook page. I can
unarmed soldier.
find distractions everywhere.
I had a great night on
If my experience with peoFriday. My phone buzzed ple, thus far, was a novel, it
every once in a while, indicat- would read like Kerouac's
ing that I had received a text wildly-written On the Road. It
message, but I could not read would read in a rushed and
any of them. I was forced to do distracted manner and the
something I never do: I stayed only real character develop·
in the same place the whole ment would be that of myself,
night, undistracted by any the narrator.
other options. Usually, the
Craving a world without
phone serves as an outlet for technology is a deluded fantaalternatives and distractions. sy. Technology has done great
Without easy access to alter· things for our world. It has
natives, I remained comfort- eased the task of remaining in
ably in place.
contact with the ones we love,
Technology has rapidly and has provided a way of get·
facilitated the phenomenon of ting out of dangerous situa·
social distractions. People say tions. However, I think it is
they feel "cut off' without important to evaluate the way
their cell phones. However, I technology has depersonalized
think the more appropriate social interactions. The next
word is "undistracted." Almost time I am with my friends, I
all of my social situations hope to make a conscious
since acquiring a cell phone effort to ignore the distrac·
have taken on this distracted tions. It is better and more
quality. This new component rewarding to experience and
of social interactions has appreciate the company I
made my experiences with already have around me.
STAFF WRITER

A campus bar is more than
just another place to go get
messed up; it should be one of
the social centers of our community. Not just for students,
but for parents, professors,
and alumni alike. Trinity
needs somewhere to drink! In
reality, the Tap was not a
great bar at all. It was run
down and poorly managed,
and with 54 counts of under·
age drinking in one night, the
Tap didn't have much survival
left in it.
It has contemplated by
Crow brothers and alums that
we purchase the Tap, remodel
it, and call it "Crow Bar." It
sounds like a good idea, and
might even guarantee that we
would live like rock stars in
the purple house as bar owners. When it comes down to it,
living as frat boys in a run·
down
corner
house
in
Hartford wasn't on any of our
five-year plans. Buying the
Tap will be a big risk for anyone who wants to reopen it
with, perhaps, the exception
of Trinity itself. After all, the
old Tap crashed and burned
with underage drinking problems and huge fines. It is

nearly impossible to regulate
the amount of underage
drinking on campus, so why
would it be any different at a
bar right down the street?
Everyone reading this has
tried to sneak into a bar while
underage, and most of us have
succeeded.
A few of the Crow alums
were here this past weekend,
and a significant number of
them wanted to head to the
Tap. They were not pleased
when they heard it was shut
down and they had to party
elsewhere. Trinity should step
up and purchase the Tap.
They would be able to regulate
underage drinking much more
effectively than any private
owner and they wouldn't have
to worry as much about that
risk. Our campus needs a
social space for students and
faculty. Whether it's with your
buddies, your family after the
football game, or alums when
they are visiting. It is essential that these people have a
social hall to go to, and the
absence of the Tap is hurting
Trinity. Without a campus bar
the social scene for the older
crowd (alums, parents, professors, etc.) has been taken from
our neighborhood and transplanted downtown. It was my

understanding that President
Jones' preference was to keep
the social life on campus. Well
President Jones, help us keep
it on campus!
Opening the Tap also gives
Trinity students the opportunity for more campus jobs, of
which we are severely lacking.
But that is a separate
Opinions article. Despite the
school's current financial situ·
ation, it might be a good
investment for them to buy a
bar. After all, alcohol is
always popular.
Rumors have flown about
other buyers trying to pick up
the Tap and reopen it. It
would be great if the bar was
bought by a successful bar
owner and run effectively by
someone who knew what he or
she was doing. However,
Trinity is in need of a more
permanent solution, which the
school should be able to pro·
vide for the long-haul.
Trinity needs a bar,
whether it be at the Tap, or
somewhere else on our bor·
ders. The bar is always going
to be a risk, but that needs to
be undertaken. To whoever
does decide to open it, make it
quick so the Class of 2009 can
take advantage of it before our
real lives begin.

Print Newspapers Near Extinction
ALEX CHAMPOUX '11
COPYEDITOR

About a year ago, I read a
short essay penned by
Umberto Eco, a famous Italian
writer/journalist/professor,
entitled "On the Press." I was
reminded of it last week when
Anne Benjamin '10 wrote her
piece on the rising inefficiency
of most television news net·
works, and I decided it would
be worth it to go into "On the

Press" a little bit deeper. In
"On the Press", Eco talks
about how papers are catered
specifically to their audiences,
and that, consequently, over
the years, papers have started
to lose their journalistic
integrity and focus less on
"news" as it were, but more on
gossip and conjecture. As television (and the Internet, to a
different extent) has taken
over the scene, and talk shows
and "news" stations begin to

overlap with papers in their
coverage, newspapers have
witnessed a significant drop in
readership. As a result, Eco
postulates,
papers
have
become more sensationalist in
order to create the illusion of
breaking huge news stories,
and have actually veered
away from reporting the "real"
news in favor of wha,t is occur·
ring in the world of entertain·

see MAGAZINES on page 5
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We MkeJ dttiJentd ... What i,
your favorite hathroom at

Trinity?
"The one in the library level A."
- Jake Schonberger 1 12
"The one in admissions is pretty
snazzy."
- Ned Shugrue '12
"The bushes outside Psi U."
- Nick Chakiryan '09
"The one in my room ."
- Brandon Finn 1 10
"The one in the squash courts."
- Roosh Vora '09
"The Fred bathroom"
- Vincent Moore 1 11
"The one next to Mather cafeteria"
- Sarah Reingold '12
"North and Mather, downstairs near the
laundry service station."
- Alex Meredith '11
"The one on the second floor of the
library, and the boys one on the first floor
of Jones."
-Sophie Goodwin '12
"The front door of AD. "
- Alec Phillips '09
"Definitely not the one in Jones.
The one in Mather is nice."
- Kelsey Semrod '12
" Hamlin Hall."
- Sophie Starchman ' 11

Trinity's Campus Safety Still Deficient
EMMA WilllAMS '10
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

One Friday morning last
spring, I was overcome with
frustration
after
reading
President Jones' response to
the articles that appeared in
the Tripod concerning stu ·
dents' dissatisfaction with
Camps Safety's performance.
Unfortunately, my experiences
over the first three weeks of
school have already demon·
strated that such concerns are
still quite pertinent, and must
be addressed.
Toward the end of the last
academic year, Campus Safety
became more insistent on its
refusal to provide personal
rides for students. Thus, students were often left stranded
on the opposite side of campus
from their dorms, often late,
and sometimes not exactly in a
state of "perfect awareness."
Perhaps it is irresponsible of
these students to assume that
they can party themselves into
a state of extreme intoxication
and then expect that at any
hour of the night, or morning,
Campus Safety officers will
chauffeur them to and from
their dorms. The reality is,
however, that it is the responsibility of the school (and
therefore, of Campus Safety) to
ensure the security of its students, no matter how drunk
they are. The majority of
Trinity's st udents pay almost
$50,000 a year for th~ir education, and such an enormous

tuition should, without a
doubt, address students' quali·
ty of life. The area of Hartford
that surrounds Trinity is not
exactly safe. Students therefore must not be left to walk
alone at night, and I know
from personal experience, as
well as from the experiences of
many of my fellow students,
that they often are.
I know, I know. There is a
shuttle that drives around
campus all evening, and even
until four in the morning on
weekends. If a student calls
Campus Safety for a ride, he or
she will be told to "wait for the
shuttle," which, according to
the aforementioned department, should appear at multiple shuttle stops around campus about every five minutes.
This seems like a perfect solution for those students who
need transportation; unfortunately, for whatever reason,
the shuttle does not run as it is
supposed to. On multiple occasions, I have waited more than
ten minutes, often at night,
and alone, for the shuttle,
wnich only came after I called
Campus Safety to inform them
of my situation. I thought that
maybe with the increased
effort with regard to campus
security that was supposed to
become effective this year, th e
shuttle service would, in t urn,
become
more
effective.
However, after I waited 20
minutes a t a shuttle stop on
Vernon Str eet at 11 p.m. for
the phantom shuttle, I realized

that I should not have been so
optimistic. After waiting for so
long, I called Campus Safety
who, to their credit, promptly
sent a car to pick me up.
I assure you, I do not mean
to attack Campus Safety. I
know that the officers have an
enormous and complicated job,
and that receiving constant
calls from students who don't
feel like walking home must be
annoying, to say the least. The
problem is greater than that of
the employees of Campus
Safety; if the issue is that the
department requires more
manpower than it currently
has, which is the only possible
explanation that I can imagine
for its shortcomings, then their
force must be increased. If the
problem with such a solution is
that Trinity's budget for
Campus Safety does not allow
such an increase, there can be
no doubt that its budget must
be increased. At a school with a
reputation of excellence like
that of Trinity's, and in a
neighborhood with such a high
crime rate, Campus Safety's
performance should not be lim ited by its budget. Campus
Safety's officers can only do as
much as the college allows;
they can only patrol with as
many officers and as many
cars as th eir funding allows,
and it is the College's obliga·
tion to guarantee that t he
department is equipped with
sufficient means so that it may
en sure students security at all
times, no matter what.

POINT/ COUNTERPOINT
HALEBBOTI '10
OPINIONS WRITER

There are few debates which have
plagued mankind for as long, or divided

tire of red, grab some yellow or green and,
rest-assured that each will taste different.
Despite their attempts to mimic the
Skittles color scheme, M&M's plagiarism
is about as successful as a freshman copy·
ing Spark.Notes into an English paper. No
matter the outside, what awaits you in an
M&M is always the same. I don't know
about you, but I feel like it's time we made
some real changes on this campus. No
more of the same boring old color ... candy,
that is.
It is with a heavy heart that I must
bring you this news, however, I fear Mr.
Badman's opposition to Skittles stems little from what they have to offer on the
inside. Rather, it is from his intolerant
dogma and subsequent opposition to the
long-time Skittles slogan "Taste the
Rainbow," that his hatred stems. More
than anything I wish there was a way to
get through to him; to explain that not
everyone needs to believe the same things
he does, that simply because a person didn't go to a prestigious boarding school does
not render him intellectually bankrupt.
But I fear it is of little use, the tradition
runs too deep, IV generations to be exact.
Just when it seemed like we were making
a little headway in this mixed-up world,
John Badman had to come along and
remind us all that there is still a ways to
go.
But hope springs eternal, the darkest
always comes before the dawn, and I
believe that, one day, we might live in a
world where candy is not judged by the
slogan in its ads but by the content of its

it as deeply, as that between M&Ms and
Skittles. Similar in both size and shape,
one might be inclined to flippantly
remark: What's the difference? Who
cares? They might even go so far as to
say: Why don't you write about some·
thing more important, like stupid coats?
To the woefully unaware, I say that anyone who cannot distinguish between
these candies is unlikely to have ever
tasted them. No rational, self-aware,
viable-outside-the-womb person could
possibly believe that M&Ms are actually
superior to Skittles.
Though, not my most salient point, I
feel obligated to at least touch on the
issue of taste. M&Ms are, above all, boring. An M&M is to the candy world, as a
Greenwich-raised, boarding school-grad
who used to play lacrosse and wears
loafers is to Trinity. If you're unsure as
to what I'm referring, glance about three
inches to the right. But, back to the
taste. Skittles are, diverse and multicultural; they offer a wealth of experience and flavor that a handful of dry,
tasteless chocolate simply cannot. If you bag.

JOHN BADMAN IV '10
OPINIONS WRITER

Let's take a minute to discuss the
M&Ms commercials; for a pragmatist, the
line, "Melts in your mouth, not in your
hand," is perfectly acceptable. Hell, I don't
want some little candy that will stain my
moisturized palm. Hal, on the other hand,
is that idiot who holds skittles on a warm
day and has the colors smeared across his

palm, and all over his face. He's not one for
cleanliness, as we've discussed earlier, but
is more American, M&Ms or skittles are just nasty. Nobody wants to be
Skittles? M&Msl What is more natural? on the receiving end of a skittles hand·
M&Ms. What is that tiny chocolate morsel shake either.
that you crave in the middle of class?
Also, let's compare the traditional
M&Ms. The list goes on.
candy of chocolate, to that of a chemically
The only experience Hal Ebbott has altered substance created by a pot head in
ever had with M&Ms is when his last girl· the 1970s. Chocolate has been around forfriend broke up with him. She melted ever. Spanish explorers used to freak out
M&Ms, and dripped the chocolate along when they found it. Who discovered
his naked back. While Hal was blindfolded, Skittles? Are they linked to cultures past?
she whispered in his ear, "Now, I'm going Again, we see that Hal has no recognition
to lick it off." Then she had his dog come of past generations. He thinks that he can
into the room and 20 minutes into it, Hal blaze an idiot's trail through history, not
turned to kiss her, and had a tasty sur- paying attention to where he came from. If
prise. He told me this story when we were you went back 70 years and asked some·
younger, but I haven't forgotten.
body if they wanted a Skittle, they would
Maybe it's because Hal lives at the end shank you. They are fake. Fake to the core.
of a rainbow that he loves Skittles. He's the Just like Hal, and just like his arguments.
type of idiot who used to clap and jump up
"S" is a stupid letter too. Nothing good
and down when Skittles commercials came starts with S, unless you are a freak like
on. "Taste the rainbow," he would yell, Hal, and associate "S" with "Sex." Now, an
explaining to his parents that skittles had ''M", that is different. ''M'' stands for
many colors, just like the rainbow. If that ''Monet", ''Money'', ''Miracle", "Mole",
is something that interests you, go ahead. ''May", ''Mood", ''Mother", and "Mix". And,
But an M&Ms man knows that nothing is upside down, ''M'' looks like 'W'. For "W,"
free (i.e. nothing comes raining down in an you can find the word ''Waste." Like, "you
edible form) and rainbows are optical illu- just wasted two minutes reading this
sions made to send idiots on wild journeys ridiculous argument." I apologize. It was
towards the Leprechaun's treasure.
Hal's idea.
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Magazines Provide More
Provocative Medium

JIMMY

gets

CARv·o
uy
Tripod Opinions Editor
Carver Diserens '09
interviews President
James F. Jones, Jr.

Carver Diserens: A friend
approached me after reading my
interview with you from last week,
and he said to me, "He didn't answer
your questions." So I went back and
re-read it and I came to pretty much
the same conclusion as my friend.
Then I thought about it some more,
and I realized that I asked you a very
political question. If you had said
that you thought attacks on female
politicians were sexist you would've
offended those who don't agree, and
if you had said they weren't, you
would've offended people who think
that they are sexist. Do you find it
unfortunate that a person in your
position has to be wary of publicizing
his politics because you might offend
a prospective student, a current student, a parent or an alum?
Jimmy Jones: There were days
in the past where presidents of
schools could, and did, take very
political stances.
When Jimmy
Conant was president of Harvard, he
was such a well known voice that he
could call Hacky, who was the switchboard operator at the White House,
and say "Hacky, this is the president,
may I please speak to Mr. Roosevelt."
Those days have long vanished. On
one hand, it is a shame that the bully
pulpits of the presidency have disappeared because of the highly politicized nature of the presidency today.
Presidents get bashed for wearing
the wrong color ties. I learned very
early in Michigan, when my wife and
I were supporting a candidate for the
legislature and I happened put a sign
in my front yard.
My [Public
Relations] people came tearing over
and told me that I couldn't do it. I
was just doing it as a public citizen,
it'd be the same as if I was wearing a
political button, of which I have hundreds. I thought our supporting of a
candidate was just an expression of
my free right as an American citizen.
In my first few months of my first
presidency I realized that some people would take that ball and run with
it, as if I had used the presidency in
order to take a political stand. It's a
very sad commentary on the highly
politicized world that we live in, that
people who are presidents of colleges
and universities simply cannot run
the risk of alienating their various

ner an audience.
In addition to improving
ment. In addition to massive news coverage, magazines are,
drops in readership, a rising by nature, highly specialized
level of public distrust in and tend to focus on specific
newspaper accuracy has come readerships as opposed to the
about. Eco (along with many shotgun approach that newsothers) sees this as, potential- papers take to increase
ly, the death of printed news appeal. The Economist covers
international
unless drastic
politics
and
changes
are
Magazines cater to
effected to sal business news
readers better than
on a weekly
vage
their
newspapers while
basis as well as
integrity. I say
let newspapers
increasing content and offering daily
die;
printed
news updates
complexity, and, as a
online. This is
news can and
result build a more
an immutable
will continue,
fact, and people
and, I would
devoted readership.
hazard,
can
looking for a
Try tearing me away
cover the news
place to read
from my Esquire and
about internamore effectively
tional news and
than television
you'll find out.
while
still
business
can
indulging readers with tales of confidently pick up a copy of
gossip and interviews as well The Economist without havas taking in greater ad rev- ing to worry about dealing
enues. Printed news can and with frivolous articles on the
will go on, however, the future status of the Jonas brothers'
lies in magazines, not papers. sex lives (or lack thereof ...
For example, compare your promise rings, you know?).
daily newspaper's coverage of However, for a public interestthe Russia-Georgia conflict to ed in whether Lohan prefers
the coverage you can receive ladies, or what new aboriginal
in The Economist. Daily instrument Bono has picked
papers (even ones that Eco up, or how many new foreign
looks up to and hopes that babies Angelina Jolie is havItalian papers will emulate, ing shipped in this week ...
such as The New York Times) they have magazines, too, and
consistently fail to cover any can safely read Entertainment
topic in any real depth, report- Weekly without the fear of
ing that a military fracas has running into an article about
erupted (who, what, when, something ugly and horrible
where) but often tending to like Darfur, Hurricane Ike, or
leave out the "how" of it all. In the completely warped social
news magazines, though, even structure of France. That's the
the lowliest will cover the beauty of magazines - they're
issues leading up to the con- more in-depth, have better
flict, what political ramifica- editorial standards, have a
tions it might have, what the designated purpose, and, you
conflict means for Georgians, can damn well bet, their writwhat it means for Russians, ers are more knowledgeable in
what it means for you the their
respective
fields.
reader.
Because
The Magazines cater to readers
Economist has a week to come better than newspapers while
out, writers have time to con- increasing content and comstruct essays/articles that give plexity, and, as a result build
you, the reader, a more in- a more devoted readership.
depth understanding of the Try tearing me away from my
topic at hand, instead of the Esquire and you'll find out
newspaper method where it's
Finally, leave the news in
"rushrushrush, get the paper brief to
television and
to print, that article will suf- Internet outlets .. . both are
fice." And whereas papers more suited for immediate dis(excluding the elites) operate semination of breaking news
in isolated areas (people from than printed media is. People
Hartford aren't reading my who need that feeling of physhometown rag, The Portland ically getting the news every
Press Herald), magazines day: you're part of a dying
have a larger readership area. race and even you must see
Consequently, magazines are that papers are giving way to
all competing for the same more frivolous content. If you
readership and, in the absence need that physical relation
of papers, would be forced into with your news, well, magaa fight to cover the most news zines are here to stay, so pick
and do it well in order to gar- one up and read away.

continued from page 3

constituencies because at the end of
the day I am more the president of
Trinity than I am James F. Jones.
Now that sounds counter-intuitive,
but you are president 24/7 and you
are never not president.
CD: Do you think that there is any
forum available where you could
express your views as separate from
your position as president?
J J: Probably not. Well, in the
national forum I can always lobby in
congress to increase the Pell Grants
because that is, for most of the political spectrum, an apolitical issue;
although the far right of the
Republican Party would like to make
it into more of a political football than
it is. Lobbying for that is completely
different than my saying "I'm going to
support Senator Obama over Senator
McCain" or putting a campaign
poster in my front yard. Now, I could
put a sign in my front yard that says
''Vote for Increased Pell Grants" and I
will do my best to make sure that
your generation exercises their right
to vote. There are many more people
who turn 18 and do not register to
vote than those who do. I will forever
keeping telling you, for God's sake,
when you turn 18, register to vote and
in the first week of November cast
your vote; then you're an enlightened
citizen. You may not be able to have
a beer, but you are able to vote and
you must.
CD: Where do you think most of
this pressure, that is put on college
and university presidents, comes
from?
J J: It comes from the highly politicized time in which we live. My feelings about abortion are my own personal feelings about a woman's right
over her own body. But look at the
way certain candidates talk about the
issue. It's like trying to hold a lit
stick of dynamite and it can blow up
and cost you "x" number of voters.
You look at how close the past elections have been, and it's very possible
that a pocket of retirees that are antiabortion, in Florida, may have cost
the Democrats the White House. I
guess it's because the big ticket items
of our time are all so controversial
that I can talk about them with my
family in ways I can't talk about them
to you.
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REPORTING A SEXUAL ASSAULT
YOUR OPTIONS
The College will help you through any steps you decide to take, while protecting your privacy and confidentiality. The College does not charge you with
underaged drinking, nor does it call your parents. The steps taken are up to you.

•
•
•
•

SEXUAL ASSAULT: NON-CONSENSUAL SEXUAL CONTACT.
RAPE: NON-CONSENSUAL PENETRATION.
UNDER CT LAW SEX WITH SOMEONE WHO IS DRUNK OR HIGH IS NON-CONSENSUAL SEX.
NO MEANS NO! SILENCE IS NOT COMPLIANCE.

4 Reporting Options: Anonymous,
Formal, Informal, & Police
•
Anonymous: Each SART member has a reporting form, and will fill it out with you. Names on this form are optional. Without names, the report
goes to Campus Safety, and is a statistic to be reported to the federal government in compliance with the Clery Act.
•
Formal: At your request, the College investigates the alleged crime, conducts interviews, & holds a hearing at which the victim and perpetrator tell
their stories. If the hearing officers find the accused party guilty there are degrees of discipline that are meted out, up to and including expulsion.
•
Informal: If you want to "do something" but not press charges with the College or the Hartford Police, you can meet with the Dean of Students
and learn your options. This way, the College will not do a formal investigation, but help you with another recourse to resolve the situation, i.e. having the
Dean speak with the perpetrator, etc.
•
Police: Students who report have the option of calling the Hartford Police and pressing charges. Should a student get a "rape kit" (or post evidence
collection kit) at Hartford Hospital, this evidence - stored for only 60 days - can be used by the Police for evidence. TCERT will take a student to the hospital, and the student may bring a friend; a SACS (rape crisis center) volunteer can accompany them; and, a Trinity staff may also go - it's up to the student.

SART: SEXUAL ASSAULT RESPONSE TEAM
www.trincoll.edu/StudentLife/HealthSafety/CampusSafety/SART
SART members provide ass-istance to surviMrs ofsexual assault, rape, sexual harassment, dating/relationship CJiolence, & stalking.
Campus Safety: 76 Vernon Street, Director:
Charlie Morris: '1222
• TCERT (fC Emergency Response Team): '1222
• Student Peer Counselor: Beth Gromisch: 917-747-6850
• Dean of Students Office: Hamlin/Cook: 2156
Dean of Students: Fred Alford
Associate Deans: Ann Reuman & Chris Card
• Women & Gender Resource Action Center (WGRA.q: Mather Hall, 2nd
tloo:r; Director: Laura Lockwood: 2408
• Counseling Center:135 Allen Street 2415: Dr. Randy Lee, Dr. Jaimie
Bums, Laura Reiter; MSW, Dr. Sande Hartdagen
• Health Center: Wheaton Hall, Director: Martha Burke: 2018,
• Office of Campus Life

Director: Amy Howard, Hamlin/Cook: 2305
* Plus all staff; including ACs
• Chaplains
Allison Read: 2012; Marwa Aly: 5213
• Office ofMulticulturalAffairs: Hamlin/Cook, Dean Karla Spurlock-Evans:
4251,
• First Year Program: Jones, Director: Margaret Lindsey, Pat Bums: 5375
• Ferris Athletic Center: Associate Director: Robin Sheppard: 2059
• Hartford Sexual Assault Crisis SeIVice (SACS)
Toll Free Hotline: 1-888-999-5545
Toll Free Spanish Hotline: 1-888-568-&332
Hartford Police: 911

COME TO AN INFORMATIONAL M££TING

S£PT£M8£R 30, 2008
INFO TABL€: 11:30-1:00
MATH£R HALL

Explore one

of Europe's
best kept

secrets-

Stockholm
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Plans for Campus Pub in Initial Stages Says Jones, SGA
POTENTIAL PUB TO BE LOCATED IN MATHER, STUDENTS HAVE MIXED EXPECTATIONS
which in turn will be divided
into subgroups.
As for incorporating the stuInitial plans for the contra· dent body into the construction
versial on-campus pub are process, President Jones plans
underway, according to Trinity on
asking
the
Student
College President James F. Government Association (SGA)
Jones, Jr. To fill the void left by to arrange a small advisory
the closing of The Tap Cafe, the committee of students that will
addition of a campus pub would be "similar to the student group
provide a convenient drinking that was so instrumental in
establishment
designing the
of-age
major
dining
for
"I think it would be a
Trinity
stu·
facility renova·
good idea. With the
dents.
tion in Mather."
Tap gone, it can be a
Last week,
Though
Jones met with
hassle to get out to the organized by the
Director
of
Administration,
bars. I think this
Faculties Sally
the
proposed
would help prevent
Katz to outline
pub has raised
the
potential
concerns among
drunk driving, and
space that will
many members
would also provide a
house the pub.
of the campus
nice senior privilege
Current plans
community.
place the pub in
President of the
that would help to
Mather,
next
SGA
Nathan
unify the class."
door
to
the
Kirschbaum '09
Cave. They also
believes
that
met with Tyler
Alicia Ramadei '09 those worries
Smith and Craig
need
to
be
DeJong, the architects for the addressed. "It is my hope that
current massive renovation in the coming months we will be
project at Trinity.
able to have those conversa ·
''We will move on to doing tions," he said.
our due diligence regarding the
According to Kirschbaum,
infrastructural needs," said the SGA hopes that the conJones. "And at the same time struction of the pub will help to
we will inve tigate wha a 'face "minimize or stop the instanc
lift' of the Cave in general might of drunken driving that happen
entail."
on campus [and] provide differA working committee will be ent social options for students
formed to deal with liability, who are old enough to drink."
licensing, and other details,
Response among students is
GREG LEITAO '12

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

v a r i e d .
"Everybody
should
be
able to get in,
but
they
should wrist·
band everyone, so that if
you
are
underage
and
your
friends are
not, you can
still
hang
out," suggest·
ed
Tiffany
Ruiz '10. "I
think they
should have
pool tables
and stuff so
that people
can go and
hang out and
not necessari·
Emily Gittleman
ly drink. Give With the closing of The Tap Cafe, Trinity students are lacking a pub convenient to campus.
us options."
"Sounds like a great place to
There are many, however, ing," said Peter Kempson '10. ''I
hang out with friends and sit who believe the presence of a merely believe that Trinity
back and drink a few beers," pub on-campus will promote should use its resources in ways
said Robert Hershey '12. binge drinking, as well as waste that are beneficial to the cam·
pus and the student body as a
''Though I am not of legal age, the college's resources.
"It would encourage rowdy whole."
so I can't really enjoy the festivKirschbaum and the SGA
ities of the pub."
and
dangerous
behavior,
"I think it would be a good instead of discouraging it," said still hope to "have productive
idea," agreed Alicia Ramadei one student. "Honestly, I don't conversations as the adminis·
'09. ''With the Tap gone, it can think Trinity students need tration gets closer to making
be a hassle to get out to the another excuse or location to the pub a reality."
As for how long that will be,
bars. I think this would help engage in drinking. I suspect,
prevent drunk driving, and as well, that the privilege of President Jones explains that
would also provide a nice senior having a pub on campus would he will know "more about the
timing and scope of such a projprivilege that would help to be abused."
unify the class."
"I am not opposed to drink- ect in the next few months."

Trinity Fundraising Sets New
Record At $36.6 Million
is greater than 80 percent he will put in
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
two dollars for every one dollar donated.
Vice
President
for
College
This year, Trinity College has suc- Advancement Ron Joyce would like the
cessfully reached a record-breaking number of alumni who contribute to
fundraising mark. Just this past fiscal continue to rise. "Almost 75 percent of
year, $36.6 million has been raised, up Trinity alumni have given since they
32 percent from the previous year. All of first became alumni, we are trying to
the money is placed in the Trinity Fund, capture more of these 75 percent more
regularly," he said.
which reached a record
"I think that the
In the last fiscal
$13.8 million and currently has $8.2 million in
year,
$1.31 million was
College has seen incredunrestricted gifts. For
raised for the Parents
ible progress in the area
Fund, with a new record
the past several years,
of fundraising. It would
of 1,812 donors respondthe participation of
Trinity
students
in
ing out of the 3,300
seem to me that this is
fundraising activities has
solicited. This is a
the result of a collegecontinued to increase.
$150,000 increase from
wide focus."
last year. Parent particTrinity received dona·
tions from 55.4 percent of
ipation at Trinity is the
highest in the nation.
alumni in the last year, a
Nathan
Kirschbaum
'09
statistic which fewer
Trinity
utilizes
SGA President
fundraising to ensure
than 10 colleges can
boast. 92 percent of the
students the best work·
graduating class of 2008 has given to ing environment through renovations
the fund, making for the third straight and additions.
year that the college has had over 90
$18 million went to the endowment.
percent of the graduating class partici· A $350 million fundraising program
pate. The College hopes for similar par· entitled the Cornerstone Campaign for
ticipation from all classes, and has set a Trinity was launched in 2004 by Thayer
goal of exceeding 90 percent participa· Bigelow '65, George Kellner '64, and
Cornie Thornburgh '80. As of now, $140
tion for the Class of 2009.
This year an anonymous donor has million has been given towards this
agreed to match the donations made by
each student, and if class participation
see PARENT on page 8

' Yale Welcomes Tony Blair
as Seminar Professor

BRETI CUlllNAN '12

REBECCA BROWN '11
NEWS EDITOR

1-·

Former British Prime Minister, Tony Blair completed
his first day as a professor at Yale University on Friday.
His Faith and Globalization seminar is made up of 25 students, only six of whom are undergraduates. The seminar
proved popular in the enrollment process, receiving hun·
dreds of applicants.
While Blair is receiving a salary for his teaching serv·
ices, Yale also made a $200,000 donation to the Tony Blair
Faith Foundation. Blair's contract is active for three years.
The first day of class proved hectic, as Blair appeared
on CBS's "The Early Show", Fox News, MSNBC, and CNN
all before 8 a.m. last Friday morning. By the end of the
day, Blair was interviewed by seven television networks
and was included in stories written up by numerous news
agencies, including The Associated Press <AP), the British
Broadcasting Company (BBC), and numerous British
newspapers.
Thousands of members of the Yale community crowded
into the famous Woolsey Hall to hear Blair speak, leading
to standing ovation when the speech ended.
There has been discussion, as reported by The Yale
Daily News, that the publicity gained for the University
makes up for the money donated. Criticism has been
voiced by some students that they feel Blair dodged some
of the tougher questions posed during interviews and his
opening remarks by using vague explanations and empty
rhetoric. On the other hand, many praised Blair for his

relaxed demeanor and enthusiasm.
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Parent Participation Highest in Nation WGRAC Hosts Programs
-· - For Victims and Friends
continued from page 7

campaign, which is expected to
be complete in June 2012.
$13 million of the money
raised in the past year went to
the College's operating budget,
which includes scholarships,
academic programs, and summer research. $5 million of the
money raised last year went to
physical campus improvements, such as the Long Walk.
Many students agree that
giving back to Trinity is important. "Fundraising is the best
way to give back to your school,
by participating it shows your
school spirit and appreciation to
Trinity," said Joanna Goldin '12.
Joyce believes that the high
fundraising statistics prove
that, ''Trinity people are passionate about Trinity. All col-

leges and universities are though, I am inclmed to thmk
dependent on philanthropy, we that this is just the beginning,"
are trying to do a better job Kirschbaum added.
"People love this college and
increasing this through stu I suspect they will
dents and faculty."
"The size of the
contribute
to it
"All colleges and
regularly," he congift doesn't matter,
universities are
we are thrilled to
tinued. This is not
dependent on phi,
receive anything,"
because we are all
miraculous saleshe said.
lanthropy, we are
"I think that
men and women.
trying to do a bet,
People contribute
the College has
ter job increasing
because this is an
seen
incredible
progress in the
institution
that
this through stu,
area of fundraistransforms lives
dents and faculty."
ing. It would seem
and shapes the
minds of men and
to me that this is
the result of a colRonald Joyce women all of the
lege-wide focus,"
VP of College
world. The world is
a better place
said President of
Advancement
.
.
because of msbtuthe
Student
Government Association (SGA) tions like Trinity. How can you
Nathan Kirschbaum '09.
not want to be part of some''If you want my opinion, thing like that?"

News In Brief
Senior to Perform with
Hartford Symphony

Professor Heads Independent
Connecticut Party

Christopher Houlihan '09 will
play the organ in Hartford's
Symphony Season Opening Concert
Wednesday, Sept. 24 at the
Bushnell Center for Performing
Arts. A bus of supporting students
and faculty will be traveling to
downtown Hartford on the night of
the performance.
Houlihan will be performing
Samuel Barber's Toccata Festiva
under conductor Edward Cumming.
President James F. Jones, Jr. is
such a fan that he visited Houlihan
in France twice to see him play, and
had him perform at his daughter's
wedding last week.

Associate
Professor
of
Engineering John Mertens' leadership of Connecticut for Lieberman
was recently covered by The
Hartford Courant. According to the
article, the political party has broken ties with its namesake McCainsupporter Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.)
and is backing Sen..Barack Obama
(D-Ill.) in the upcoming presidential
election.
·
After Lieberman abandoned the
party in the wake of his 2006 win to
the Senate, its name was eventually
resurrected by Mertens. The party
is currently running six names for
the state legislature this November.

Intercollegiate Update
Brown University

Bowdoin College

Quinnipiac University

Course caps have been placed on
previously unlimited-enrollment
classes due to a shortage of teaching
assistants (TAs). The shortage is due
to the implementation of a new
Graduate School financial aid plan
that that guarantees five years of
financial support for its students.
Students who have received fellowships cannot serve as TAs.

More than 500 students, faculty,
and staff took part in more than 60
community service projects during
Bowdoin's 10th Annual Common
Good Day. The event goes along
with the new Joseph McKeen
Center for the Common Good,
which will absorb programs offered
by the Community Service Resource
Center as well as offer new ones.

The chapter of the Society of
Professional
Journalists
at
Quinnipiac University was threatened with dissolution because ofl
involvement with an independent
online paper, the Quad News.
Former members of the Quinnipiac
Chronicle created the online newspaper following the tightening of the
administration's editorial control.

Hamilton College

Wesleyan University

Williams College

The Independent Music Fund (IMF)
was put on financial probation after
a violation of the Hamilton College
Funding policy and will be unable to
book artists or host shows beyond
those already organized last year,
Oct. 11 will be the last one. The IMF
mistakenly entered into a binding
contract with a talent agency, which

The Administration has announced
that they will not pursue plans to
resurrect the campus pub as part of
WesWings. Zoning would not permit the expansion of WesWings as a
pub, or any business selling alcohol,
and the Administration also is wary
of the University serving alcohol to
students, due to both liability and
cost issues.

The tire of a Williamstown Police
Department (WPD) cruiser was
slashed when officers were shutting
down the off-campus party held by
seven Williams students after receiving a noise complaint. A Campus
Safety and Security Officer witnessed an unknown person slash
the wheel and flee. The perpetrator
is yet to be identified.

is against Hamilton policy.
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continued from page 1
Last week,
two
sexual
assaults occurred on campus
at
the
University
of
Connecticut. One woman,
threatened with a weapon,
was assaulted early in the
morning on September 6 while
walking home. Her attacker
has yet to be identified. The
second victim, while sleeping
in her apartment,
was
attacked by student Frank
Cirillo. Cirillo has since been
arrested and expelled.
The
governor
of
Connecticut, Jodi Rell, calling
the two assaults in one week
"deeply unnerving," offered
the University the use of
Connecticut state police to
survey the ca~pus focusing on
dimly lit and dangerous areas
in the hopes of preventing
more assaults.
Currently Trinity College
does
not
utilize
the
Connecticut state police. To
prevent the statistic that one
in four female college freshmen are sexually assaulted,
Trinity includes a speaker at
First-Year Orientation who
discusses safety precautions
and the importance of communication. Brochures from the
Sexual Assa ult Response
Team (SART) are also handed
out to First-Years.
In the aftermath of last
spring's highly publicized oncampus sexual assault, several campaigns to combat such
crimes have been waged, sponsored by groups such as
Pledge of Action, Consent is
Sexy, and One in Four, Inc.
One in Four, Inc., an organization of four men who travel
the country in the hopes of
preventing rape on college
campuses, is one of the many
campaigns
sponsored
by
Trinity College.
The "One in Four" workshop will be held this
Thursda~ Sept. 25 in the
Washington Room of Mather
Hall for both men and women.

Statistically proven to
increase empathy for rape
victims, the male workshop
includes advice on how to
help a woman recover from
rape and will be offered at
12:15 p.m. and s:15 p.m. The
female workshop includes an
educational speech on how to
reduce the risk of rape and
sexual assault, which will be
offered from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00
p.m.
The "Pledge of Action,"
and the "Consent is Sexy''
campaign show the importance of consent by highlighting the traumatizing and lifealtering effects of sexual
assault. The "Pledge of
Action," signed by many
Trinity College students, calls
for responsibility, support,
and intervention in the hopes
of creating a respectful and
rape-free campus.
Other resources available
to victims include a support
group for survivors and supporters of sexual assault, as
well as the numerous counselors, doctors, and advisors
who are provided by SART.
Calling sexual assault a
"trauma to the body and the
soul," Lockwood says that
there myriad repercussions to
sexual assault. Many victims
suffer from nightmares, flashbacks, difficulty concentrating, a lack of trust, isolation,
and avoiding certain loca tions.
More seriously, some victims can suffer from Rape
Trauma Syndrome (RTS),
which is a form of post-traumatic stress disorder. It is not
unheard of for victims to
transfer or deal with social
pressure and harassment from
friends and acquaintances of
the accused perpetrator.
For more information,
please seek out the Women
and Gender Resource Action
Center (WGRAC), located on
the second floor of Mather
Hall, behind the Washington
Room.

Nathan's Notes
A message.fromSGAPresidentNathanKirschbaum
Student Government Association Senators
will begin posting updates on
TrinitySGA.com. The Senate, in an almost
unanimous decision, decided last Sunday to
make posting on the Web site part of its job
description. The Senate also decided that
committee chairs would post bi.-monthly
reports. In doing this we hope to improve
both our transparency as an organization
and our ability to communicate with the
student body.
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2008 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
ESSAY CONTEST

How will the 2008 Presidential Election impact the future of
America? What are the key issues Americans must consider when
voting this year? The purpose of this essay contest is for students to
share their views on the upcoming election and political climate.
Awards will be given to the three essays that present the most provoking argument, sound logic, and unique obseivation.

L

than 1 mile from campus

Grand Prize: 16 GB iPod Touch
Second Place: 1 GB iPod Shuffle and $15 iTunes gift card
1bird Place: $25 iTunes gift card

Full r tauran and bar
* F otball Food Specials**
All da und y and Monday ight

Please submit essays to ADWrit:ingContest@gmail.com or to mailbox 702315 by November 4, 2008

EVERY FL GAME AVAILABLE!!

For more information, please contact james.fadden©trincoll.edu.

0

The Women & Gender Resource Action Center (WGRAC) may be your answer!
What is WGRAC?

A welcoming space committed to positive social change, safety and
fun, for all students.
What can WGRAC offer you?
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Confidential Crisis Counseling
Big Sister/Little Sister Program
Library/Archives & TV Lounge
WGRAC Movie Night!
Resources & Referrals
Campus, National & International Activism
SART: Victim Response, Counseling & Referrals
Safe Zone Program
"Coming~Out" Network
PHAB- Promoting Healthy Awareness of the Body
SATF - Sexual Assault Task Force
WGRAC Book Club
WGRAC Lunch Series
Victim & Survivor Support Group
A Fun & Safe Place to Hang Out!

Where can you find WGRAC?

2nd floor, Mather, behind the
Washington Room
For answers to further questions, please
email Laura.Lockwood@trincoll.edu or
Lauren.Donais@trincoll.edu; call us at
x2408 or x4131, or stop by! We look
forward to hearing from you!

FEATURES
London Calling: How to Make the Most of Studying Abroad
ANNE BOU1HILETI'E '10

into the National Gallery,
which holds
works
by
Michelangelo, Raphael, Monet,
and DaVmci as many times as
you want, without having to
pay each time.
The third rule for studying
abroad is to do as much travel·
ing as you can. Though I have
not yet ve ·tured to mainland
E ope, my travels last week·
end took me to Stonehenge
(meh, a bunch of rocks) and
Bath (possibly the coolest place
on earth). Not only was I
happy tQ get out1of t~e city and
see the rolling hills of Englana;',
but
genuµiel~ \'njoyed
e
ce t.t> ~nee a comp
different pan of British
culure. Tliou.Jh not a huge
aicmtecture fan myselfi it was
incre4il,le to see ~contrast of

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If there is one thing I have
realized about being abroad, it
is that things never really
change. Tripod deadlines still
creep up incredibly fast. And
there are still roommate hor·
ror stories Oucky me). That
being said, even though
London is arguably one of the
easiest places to transition to
when studying abroad, there
are certain things that still
leave you lost in translation.
Rule number one when
studying abroad is that you
need to be comfortable making
yourself
uncomfortable.
Within the first two d~s of
gett ·
here,
could
ely
w
bicause of \he en
lis_..on my f4 :--Th bfigla.
t.o my pain, though, was
:Pftlll:,MWJ;, I hlid

~~~th;':J:
a Bi4n
mll.

oone

and!b.t"?~
Nob

Oil a
,.I gi>Mto 1,el

eti.can ~ uwe

;.or-the city
"ghs~

wbm n.g,_ne
ple like me, who have a very
limited attention span, can go

han ~ a lives).
Not only does traveling on

included in the program are an
absolute must) and also clubs

an incredible opportunity.
www.thewha.org

Trin Community Organizes Forum for Student-Faculty Dialogue
Senior Kyle Winnick Finds lnter--Organizational Outlet for Discourse on Trinity Campus
J

continued from page 1

learned to learning, SGA sena·
tors to fraternity brothers, it was
refreshing to see a group of peo·
ple mingling who are not neces·
sarily connected by a particular
set of interests. I forget some·
times that Trinity does have
diversity and students who
matriculate with passions
besides late-night partying. I
never liked the word "unique,"
but perhaps the adjective is
appropri·
ate
to

all ·too-tempting assortment of
complimentary snacks.
I
arrived earlier than most, but it
was not long before the other
guests filtered in, and I was on
my second glass of wine.
Call it old-fashioned man·
ners, but to be a guest and drink
at the host'sexpense, you should
at the very least know why the
booze is~ · ·
being'
offered.
Notto men·
tion it was
my
ment.
answer was hardly
elusive:
Whitney
Merrill '09, one of the
interests are, and then
turn around and converse
organizers, explained to
me, "The purpose and
with a representative of
motivation
behind
another organization that had
Conversation Over a Cocktail ·
contributed to Trinity in a com·
pletely different way. I must
is to provide a platform for
admit, the allure of chatting
both students and professors to
make new friends, discuss'
with familiar faces was potent.
ideas and issues, and explore ' Nevertheless, the evening gave
academic and social diversity,
me an excellent chance to meet
in hopes to unite Trinity." Well, . new people and learn about
organizations that I previously
at least I knew why I had
never heard of this event
had not considered or even
known about. In my opinion, the
before. My lackluster contribu·
manner in which this event was
tions to Trinity outside of
classes did not afford me a
set up - that is to say, the
formal invitation. If any·
'."ll:.4ll~lif!!:.informal, jovial setting was much more
thing, I con·
tributed a great deal more to the effective than the club fair,
pizzerias and spirits stores in which feels business· like.
East
Hartford-accomplish·
A little over an hour into the
ments I am sure I will retrospec· evening, we were divided into
groups according to the numbers
tively look upon with pride.
When attendance peaked, I on our nametags CT thought this
was impressed by the diversity was clever as it resulted in a
of the crowd. From old to young, very diverse group). The purpose

of this was to engage group
conversation
concerning
Trinity, anything from its
shortcomings to strengths to
miscellaneous observations. As
we went around the group, the
discussion quickly focused on
Trinity's
deficiencies.
Unfortunately, it is much easi·
er to talk about the faults of an
establishment
than
its
strengths. As each person in
the group was sharing their
individual
anecdotes,
it
became apparent that there
was a general dissatisfaction
with the apathy of the Trinity
student body. I could not help
but smirk, as this most definitely included me. After estab·
lishing this generalization, the
group brainstormed ways to
get more student involvement
in the school and ultimately
achieve unity amongst the stu·
dent body. I do not think that
Trinity's culture, which har·
hors a sense of seclusion, is
specific to Trinity but rather
endemic of colleges and universities throughout the country.
One of the possible solutions
mentioned that I felt drawn to
was the idea of facilitating
integration through universali·
ty. Interests that are common
to us all like art could break
down some of the social barriers that have been erected. The
experience was certainly
enlightening. I highly recom·
mend that everyone tries to
attend the next event, which
will be held later this year.
Finally, I would like to
thank Hillel and everyone
involved.

Jordyn Sims

Students mingle and talk with professors during Conversation Over a Cocktail.
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Professor Masur ''Rocks" Interview .....---TOP 5
continued from page 1
testament to the players and
coaches. The most remarkable
thing of all was to be in
Wisconsin; to lose that first
game and then come back a half
an hour later, and show that
resiliency to win in the fashion
they did.
.
CD: 'lb me, that class sounds
like a class that pretty much
sells itself, so I'm going to ask
you to do something both difficult and counter-intuitive. I
want you to give people a reason
not to sign up for that class.
LM: Absolutely. Not everyone is a baseball fan and I think
you need to appreciate baseball
or want to appreciate baseball to
get the full benefit of the class.
My job is to create a sense of
enthusiasm for the subject matter. So even if someone takes the
course who couldn't care less
about baseball, I would hope
they could come away with a
deep appreciation for the material. That's true for that course
and for any other course I teach
though. This semester I'm teaching 19th century American intellectual history. There is no reason for anyone to think that
Thomas Jefferson is inherently
more or less interesting than
Jackie Robinson.
CD: Not only do you teach
about baseball, but you've also
taught a course called "Presley,
Dylan and Springsteen: the
Poetics of Rock and Roll."
Convince my parents and everyone else reading this that it is a
legitimately academic course to
take.
LM: There's no question
about it. Because I was sensitive
to that criticism, I perhaps overloaded the amount of work for
the class. The scholarship on
Presley or Dylan or Springsteen
is as sophisticated and mature

as almost any other topic. I
would argue that you can't
understand American culture
without understanding someone
like Elvis Presley, any more than
you can understand it by understanding something like Jack
Kerouac's On the Road. What I
like to do is take subjects that
people are intuitively attracted
to and then complicate them in
all kinds of ways.
CD: So you've covered sports
and Rock 'n Roll. Have you considered teaching a class about
sex or drugs, to complete your
repertoire of subjects that traditional academics scoff at?
LM: Well rm not trying to
teach subjects that academics
might scoff at. Although I have
thought about teaching a class
about gambling: the history of
chance in American culture. We
have this society that is all about
winners; what is the history of
losers? How do you write the his·
tory of those who fail? Chance,
gambling, manipulation, confidence: I think all of these subjects are legitimate. rm a cultural historian with wide set of
interests and I don't like teaching the same thing over and over
again. I think any topic
approached the right way has
merit.
CD: In your recent book,
The Soiling of Old Glory, you say
that the Pulitzer Prize-winning
photograph is actually a misrepresentation of what happened
during that scene. I won't give
away any more of your book so
that people will have to actually
pick it up, but how does this misrepresentation of photographs
play into today's omni-present
media, especially on the
Internet?
LM: I want to change the
word you used. I don't think the
photograph itself is a misrepresentation. I think it has invited

a

us to believe that the scene we
are seeing is an objective reality.
As with any text, it has to be
interpreted. So the photo isn't a
misrepresentation; it's that our
interpretation of the photograph
doesn't necessarily "get it right."
This has become a more important issue recently with digital
manipulation of images for
rhetorical or propagandistic purposes. We need to develop visual
literacy. You can't just be attracted to a photograph because it's
"a neat image." Your generation
is far more visually-oriented
than any other generation and
that's why I think it's important
that they become sophisticated
in terms of looking at an image
and being able to read into it.
CD: You're Stanley Forman
on that day, and you go back to
the darkroom and see what
you've just captured. Do you
publish it, as he did without
much context?
LM: The editors debated
whether or not to publish it.
They were concerned about
inciting race riots. They had a
debate that afternoon but ultimately decided it was newsworthy and I think it was the right
decision.
CD: What do you think were
Stanley Forman's main motiva tions for using this picture-were they personal gain or
possibly trying to strike down
the anti-bussing movement?
LM: He's a _spot news photographer. His job is to go to
events and take pictures of
what's happening. He doesn't
have a particular political
< :1•t \lor( •
purpose, he
Online
doesn't have
To read more o
an ideological
Carver Diserens'
agenda; his
interview with
job is to get
Masur, visit the
the best shot
Tripod Web site.
possible.

MAD DOPE TREASURES FROM THE

'90s

5. Pogs: The popularity of Pogs reached an all-time
high when many schools banned the game due to its
similarity to gambling, since playing "for keeps"
meant the winners kept the Pogs they won. I'm sure
the schools would take Pogs over Internet poker any
day.
4. Tomagachis: Remember when you had to ensure

that your Tomagachi was on silent for class, and not
your cellphone?
3. Hacky Sacks: Boys at local elementary schools were
suspected of sneaking off to the bathroom to do
drugs. It was later discovered their frequent trips to
"the little boys room" was due to a competitive hacky
sack tournament.
2. Baby-G: If you didn't have a Baby-G, you simply
weren't cool. Period. Props if you had an old-school
blue one.
·
1. The Jams: Tupac vs. Biggie (the feud will live on forever), boy bands that caused a whole generation of
girls to lose their minds (and voices-BSB 4 life), and
of course, the Spice Girls (who definitely spiced up
everyone's lives).

AT can't always catch
you and your friends at
your most devious, and,
more importantly, embarrassing moments, so share
a naughty tale! E-mail us
at tripod@trincoll.edu.

ENTIAL CANDIDATES
man to act as the state's chief executive. Her
for party loyalty. As a social conservative,
marriage; however, she has consistently
the reduction of business taxes in orde:r;
garnered much criticism for her belief
school boards toward this end. As govand the safety of endangered species
dence on foreign sources of oil. She
·ty purposes. Palin, who has a son
mate, Palin should help McCain

Joe

Biden
Dem. v.P. Candidate

Sarah
Palin
Rep. v.P. Candidate

When Biden dropped out of the presidential race due to insufficient popular support, many of his supporters thought that they had seen the
last of him. This fall, however, Barack Obama revived Biden's presence on the presidential ticket by making Biden his running mate. This came
as no surprise, as Obama and Biden's political opinions and solutions often run parallel, and the addition of Biden to the ticket adds both foreign policy and Capitol Hill experience to Obama's campaign. Biden is pro-choice, pro-gun control, supports civil unions, and views gay marriage,
as "inevitable." He has also supported the expansion of hate-crime legislation, as well as the prevention of job discrimination based on sexual
orientation. He also authored the 1994 Violence Against Women Act. Like Obama, he has been recognized for his adamant separation of church
and state and has proposed that sexual education be taught in schools. Unlike Palin, Biden argues for the designation of the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge area of Alaska as protected wilderness and the prohibition of drilling in the Arctic. He has also been a strong advocate for rurimal rights and promotes the elimination of tax cuts for the top one percent of the American population. Biden has developed a reputation as a
champion for immigration reform and supports offering illegal aliens already living in the U.S the opportunity to earn citu.enship. He does, however, support the construction of a border fence, but only for the purpose of limiting drug traf:licking. Like McCain, Biden is against tarture under
any cireumstances and support.ed legislation to force the CIA to reveal its interrogation methods. Furthermore, Biden hopes to slowly remove
U.S. troops from Iraq if no political reconciliation comes in the near future.
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Brody's Birth Explores Women's Struggles With Pregnancy
YUWEI XIE cl 1

women dressed in black walked
onstage. Once seated, they began
their monologues.
What comes to your mind
The woman sitting in the
when you think about birth? The middle started by expressing her
chaotic emergency scenes fre- fascination about her dog giving
quently depicted in the TV dra- birth. Th her, the ability that
mas? The disturbing screams enables dogs to give birth with
from the excruciating pain of such ease and efficiency is
labor? Or the
almost enviable.
moment of joy
Yet
her dog is an
The engaging narration
and relief when
equally loving
of the eight players and mother, allowing
the baby was
successfully
no one to take
their excellent acting
delivered?
Do
her babies away
skills made the play
you wince from
from her. ''That,"
astoundingly powerful.
the very idea or
she said, "is
do you feel awe
what I want
Each of them posed in
for your mom?
when I give
that awkward position
Whatever you
birth."
and screamed [... ] lend~
already have in
Then
each
mind,
(unless
ing a shocking sense of woman in turn
you have given
talked
about
reality to the scene.
birth yourse!D,
their resolution
the mind-blowof how they
ing play Birth opens your eyes to would give birth. Some believed
the real, intimate stories of what in natural birth while others pre·
eight typical American women ferred an epidural or a cesarean
went through during the process section. They were, however, all
of giving birth, both physically looking forward to birth itself,
and mentally.
which, though it would be conAs the lights went on in the ducted in different ways, should
fully occupied Garmany Hall in be beautiful all the same.
Austin Arts Center (AAC) on the
As each of the eight stories
evening of Friday, Sept. 23, eight unfolded through alternating
CONTRIBUTING WRJTER

narration of the players, we got
to know more about the eight
well-educated and strong-willed,
yet
distinctively
different,
women.Sandysbeliefthatbirth
is a one-day thing was shattered
when everything went wrong in
the hospital and she suffered
pain for a whole year following
childbirth. Natalie's insistence to
give birth naturally was dis·
missed by the doctor as her condition turned worse. Jillian, a
woman who had already given
birth to three babies, looks back
on her three different experiences with a sense of humor. For
her first birth, she ended up
screaming for an epidural before
the unbearable pain was
relieved. As she made friends
with a midwife and read books
about the process of birth, she
got to know more about the birth
and grew more confident. The
third time, she successfully gave
birth in the bathtub at her house
with her loved ones around her
(including her two other children). Despite their varying
experiences in giving birth, most
of the women were left with an
unpleasant impression of hospitals, doctors and nurses.
Unsympathetic, they tend to dis-

www.boldaction.org

The cast of Birth is small, consisting of only eight performers and a small crew.

regard the woman's wants and
focus solely on the successful
delivery of the baby.
The engaging narration of
the eight players and their excellent acting skills made the play
astoundingly powerful. Each of
them posed in that awkward
position and screamed, face distorted into a grimace of unbear
able pain, lending a shocking
sense of reality to the scene. A
talk back session in which the
panelists interacted with the
audience followed the perform·
ance.
Trinity students also participated m the production.

Elizabeth Gromisch '09, por·
trayed Sandy, one of the pregnant women. The production
staff also includes Theresa
Morris, Associate Professor of
Sociology, who worked as a producer and was also a talk back
panelist.
The entire play was a startling display of real childbirth
stories in America. It clarifies the
misconceptions a lot of people
have about birth. Birth is not
just about women screaming for
life. It is not gross. If anything, it
is beautiful. It is a process of selfrecognition and exploration of
the wonder of nature.

"Breathtaking" Haitian Art Graces Walls of Widener Gallery
MAGGIE MACALPINE co9
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Exquisite colors and textures characterize the fantastic art exhibit that opened
Wednesday, Sept. 17, in the
Austin Arts Center (AAC).
Donated by the Graham family
along with 300 other pieces,
the exhibit focuses on the
depictions of Haiti's religion
and spirituality in art. The
exhibition was organized and
curated by Fine Arts Curator
Felice Caivano, Associate
Professor of Fine Arts Pablo
Delano, and Professor of
Religion and International
Studies Leslie Desmangles,
and co-sponsored by Trinity's
Fine Arts, Religion, and
International
Studies
Departments.
The opening reception was
surprisingly
well-attended,
with nearly 100 people, not
only students but also alumni,
professors, and culture aficionados from around the
Hartford, Conn., area. Delano
stated, "I've worked here since
1996 and I have never seen
such a good turnout. I'm just
thrilled."
Once past the packed reception hall, it was easy to see
that not just the turnout that
was thrilling. Lining the walls
of the exhibit hall was art that
President James F. Jones, Jr.
fittingly called, "Just breathtaking." Famed Haitian Art
scholar LeGrace Benson gave
the opening speech and put
some perspective on the art of
Haiti, "the most African of the
Caribbean Islands." "For me,
these works are important in

their own right, they remind of association with the sword is
us a country that is more symbolic of the suffering she
important to history than felt at the death of her child.
many realized," stated Benson.
Another painting depicted a
The art is often as not without common theme, that of a
ceremony.
Max
a date but most if not all come voudou
''Voudou
in
from a period between 1960 Gerbier's
and 1990 and represent the Courtyard" shows a man petibest of the art movement of the tioning a spirit that has taken
the form of a snake. On the
time.
Of the paintings on display, ground is a veve, a geometric
it is difficult to single out one symbol unique to the spirit and
that encapsulates this vivid used to summon it. Yet the reliand extraordinary style. My gious scene is not the only
personal favorite was M. focus of the piece, as framing
Mompremier's
"Queen
of the scene are walls from an old
Heaven." At first glance, it is a Haitian plantation, which are
vibrantly colored depiction of penetrated by tree roots symthe Madonna and child com - bolizing the conquering of the
African tradimonly seen in the
Western
tradition over the
"I've worked here since
European
tion. Yet closer
1996 and I have never
inspection reveals
enslavement
incredible details.
on the island.
seen such a good
Desmangles
This is only
turnout. I'm just
explained
that
scratching the
thrilled."
this is not a simsurface of the
ple depiction of
meaning that
the Virgin Mary,
Pablo Delano can be fou nd
in these paintbut
rather
a
Professor of Fine Arts
ings, and I
hybrid of differwould encourent sacred feminine figures, including the age students at Trinity to go
voudou spirit or loa Erzuli, and and see for themselves.
the Black Madonna of Cz'stoThe dozen or so paintings
chowa, a holy icon that origi- that were displayed this year
nated in Poland and is typified are only a tiny fraction of the
by scratches on her cheek. This 300 plus pieces that were
particular interpretation of the donated by the Graham family.
Virgin Mary was brought to Next fall, a new exhibit with
Haiti by Polish soldiers during different pieces, these focused
the revolution in 1802, and is a on depictions of daily life in
fascinating example of the Haiti, will be put on display.
hybridization of Haitian spiri- Also in the works is an extentuality. The other women in sive web site that will feature
the painting hold swords that all of the donated pieces. This
may seem strange to American year's exhibit will be running
Christians, but in many until November 2 from 1 ·6
European traditions, Mary's p.m., Monday through Friday.

Courtesy of Pablo Delano

Photos from the reception of The Spirit World on Wednesday, Sept. 17.
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Film Festival Kicks Off With Comedy; Serious Films Planned
continued from page 1
traveling salesman, is on his way to
deliver a cake to one of his clients for her
child's birthday, with hopes that the sin·
gle mother will be blown away by his
thoughtful gesture. The interweaving of
their stories and personalities make for
a lighthearted and funny movie with
serious and sentimental undertones.
Though the backgrounds of these
characters are very different, their trips
to the city all offer a getaway from their
mundane lives as well as a hope for
renewed spirits. In Maria's case, the
shy and stressed woman is nervous but
excited to appear on the renowned
game show, "Casino Multicolores," to
win a kitchen appliance she believes
will make her life easier and impress
her friends and family. Don Justo has
felt empty since his beloved dog,
Badface, left after he accidentally hit
him with his car, and is unsatisfied living with a son and daughter-in-law who
ignore him and believe he is going mad.
He ends up hitchhiking with both a
kindhearted biologist and Roberto. The
most humorous part of the film is
Roberto's relentless mission to perfect
the birthday cake, which starts as a soc·
cer ball at the first bakery, has the
child's name added and the writing redone at the second, and lastly, when

Roberto worries that the child might
actually be female, becomes a more uni·
sex turtle. Interestingly, none of the
trips end exactly as planned, but the
characters still leave San Julian with
restored confidence and optimism for
the future.
All of the stories depicted in
Historias Minimas were indeed intimate, with each of the characters' mis·
sions based on their insecurities and
wish to escape their solitary lives and
obligations to others. However, they
never complain about their dissatisfac·
tions, and only subtly reveal themselves
through their actions, body language,
and tone in fleeting conversations. But
the adjective "miniscule" also applies,
since the movie follows the stories of
everyday people in a small Argentinean
town. What separates this movie from
some of the American blockbusters we
are used to is that none of the charac·
ters' actual situations are particularly
dire or tragic. Yet their eagerness to
travel to this inconvenient destination,
just to make relatively small improvements or stir up a little excitement, is
what gives Historias Minimas incredible heart.
The professors in the Spanish
department pick movies to screen
according to several criteria. ''We select
movies that are culturally representa ·

tive of any country in Latin America,
Spain or Portugal, and that underline
any meaningful topic or idea for our
contemporary society," explained Rafael
Osuna-Montanez, a Graduate Fellow in
Hispanic Studies, who organized the
festival this year. "On a personal note, I
love watching foreign movies from anywhere. The topics and the characters
are kind of universal, but the point of
view is always different. I think that is
very rewarding and edifying, and
healthy from a mental point of view. It
helps us to embrace 'the other,' anthropologically speaking."
It is for this reason that there are
also debates held after each movie.
Osuna· Montanez said "It's not only a
chance to enjoy a good story but also an
opportunity to reflect on a movie as an
experience."
The film festival offers a weekly dose
of culture to the Trinity campus and the
Hartford community, and "represents
our commitment to open windows to
other parts of the world, particularly
Latin America, Spain and Portugal, and
foster the knowledge of and the links
with those countries," Osuna-Montanez
said. The movies show that if "we
expand the limits of every person's
world, they can experience a connection
with other people whose circumstances
and hometowns may be unfamiliar, but

with whom we share substantial
thoughts and feelings."
The fact that the movies are free,
open to all and include English subtitles
also helps to summarize the goals and
target audience of the festival.
The next two films are shorter documentaries and will be shown on
Wednesday, Sept. 24. Peces de Ciudad or
''Beached'' takes place in Lima, Peru and
provides a "sweeping sociological por·
trait'' of migrants who have settled in the
city. These individuals hail from various
contrasting backgrounds and are forced
to move to Peruvian beaches outside the
city, where they attempt to build shelters
and new, better lives for themselves. To
accomplish this, however, they will first
have to overcome poverty, discrimina·
tion, urban violence and social injustice.
The second documentary, Rosas de
Acero: Para Ser Travesti Hay Que Tenex
Cojones or, "Steel Roses: It Takes Balls to
Be a Transvestite" offers "a truly human
vision of transsexuals ... [who] must be
brave to face the wayward glances and
insults continually directed at the them
each day." The director of both films,
Felipe Degregori, is coming from Peru to
present them.
Films will be screened in the Life
Science Center (LSC) auditorium every
Wednesday through December. 10.

Hartford Stage Puts New-Old Twist On Shakespearean Classic
KRYSTAL RAMIREZ '10
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Love triangles. A theater group with
no sense of how bad they are. A guy that
looks like an ass. A night that feels like
one giant hallucination. Sound a bit like a
typical Saturday night at Trinity?
Actually, this pretty much sums up
Shakespeare's play A Midsummer Night's
Dream, which I saw three weeks ago at
The Hartford Stage. Although it was writ·
ten around 1594, the storyline is very
much applicable to today's times - I know
rve seen plenty of desperate girls chasing
boys around during Late Night ...
This version, however, was given a
1950s twist - the actresses wore swirling
skirts and penny loafers, and the Everly
Brothers' song "All I Have to Do Is
Dream" was used as a fitting motif
throughout. The story begins with
Hippolyta (Johanna Day), an Amazon
queen about to marry Theseus (David
Andrew MacDonald), the Duke of Athens,
having misgivings about her wedding day.
Her doubts only increase when a father,
Egeus, brings in his daughter, Hermia
(Christina Pumariega), for a royal pro·
nouncement that she must marry a man
named Demetrius (Jake Lacy), even
though she is in love with another man,
Lysander (Sanjit De Silva). Theseus gives
Hermia three days to decide whether she
will marry the man her father wants her
to or instead become a nun. Faced with
this decision, she decides to elope that
night with her lover Lysander. Hermia
tells her best friend Helena about the
plan; unfortunately, Helena tells
Demetrius - she loves him and wants to
be in his good graces - and he therefore
sets out to stop the runaways.
While all this is happening, a spat
between the King and Queen of the
Fairies, Oberon and Titania, is taking
place. She refuses to give up her page to
him, and thus they quarrel. Oberon gets
back at Titania for this by placing a spell
on her while she is asleep that makes her
fall in love with the first thing she sees
when she wakes up, which happens to be
a local delivery-truck driver named
Bottom (in the original he is a weaver),

Courtesy of the Hartford Stage Company

Helena (Flood) looks on as Hermia (Pumariega) and Lysander (De Silva) share an affectionate embrace.

who has been changed to look like an ass
by Puck (Francis Jue), a mischievous hobgoblin. Bottom and his friends (other artisans) are practicing a play, The Tragedy of
Pyramus and Thisbe, they are hoping to
perform for Theseus and Hippolyta after
their nuptials.
In the meantime, Demetrius is still
trying to find his love Hermia, all the
while being chased by Helena. When
Oberon sees this taking place, he asks
Puck to bewitch Demetrius with the same
spell he placed on Titania. But, after
trekking through the forest for a few
hours, Hermia and Lysander decide to

rest, and chaos ensues when Puck accidentally puts the magic charm on
Lysander - Helena stumbles upon him,
and she becomes his new crush.
Puck tries to fix his mistake and
enchants Demetrius, causing the two men
to fight over Helena's love, casting Hermia
by the wayside. In the end, everything is
set to rights, but only after much hilarity
ensues amongst the couples. The spell
placed on Titania is also lifted after she
gives Oberon her page and he feels pity on
her for her state of adoration to something
so lowly as an ass. Bottom's disfiguration
is removed, too, and the comedy just gets

Courtesy of the Hartford Stage Company

The fairy queen Titania (Day) fawns over Bottom (Rooney) after a spell forces her to fall in love with him.

funnier when Pyramus and Thisbe is
finally performed by the local laborers they are delightfully awful actors and just
a riot in general. The roles were all per·
fectly carried out, especially Bottom's,
played by Lucas Caleb Rooney. Johanna
Day shone in the production as well, considering that she was both the characters
Hippolyta and Titania Gust as MacDonald
doubled for Theseus a~d Oberon). Actress
Susannah Flood deserves much praise for
her work as Helena. Her complete com·
mitment to the part made it really great
to watch.
The set was amazing as well, even
though it was on the sparser side. I actu·
ally felt like I was in a forest inhabited by
fairies, and it probably would have been
overwhelming had there been more to it.
There were trees, of course, but what
made them unique was that they were
suspended from the ceiling, something
very creative that only a mind like set
designer Rachel Hauck could've thought
up. The set was innovative in that, paired
with choreographer Peter Pucci's imagina·
tion, it was utilized to its fullest potential.
The actors were constantly moving around
the stage, using every inch of it.
The costumes, too, were very com·
pelling. I especially liked Titania's fuchsiacolored dress, designed by Ilona Somogyi,
which was very earthy and made the fairy
queen stand out. When I think of fairies,
flowing fabric and pretty colors are what
come to mind, and this was a perfect execu·
tion of that. On the other hand, the band of
underling fairies was not so much to my lik·
ing. They were portrayed as fiercer, more
animal-like creatures than graceful, ele·
gant supernatural beings. The girls espe·
cially looked almost rugged, with tattered
tulle and grubby sneakers, snarly and
mussed hair. It did make it fun to watch
their rough and tumble ways, though, and
they provided a nice contrast to the more
serene, though at times feisty, Titania.
Overall, the more contemporary spin
and all of the quirky aspects to this A
Midsummer Night's Dream made it worth·
while. And, in the end, to quote the Bard,
'The best in this kind are but shadows; and
the worst are no worse, if imagination
amend them."
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October 23, 2008 5:30pm
Vernon Social Center
Members of Trinity's leadersliip groups (alumni and parents) working in finance, government service, law, healthcare, communications and other fields will be in attendance. These leaders offer a wealth of knowledge for students; this event is an incredible
networking opportuftity for any student looking to take advantage of the TrinHy network!
Whether you are planning for your upcoming career or internship search or just beginning to build your network of contacts, this is a
not-to-miss event! Trinity's leaders will speak to you about their career fields and provide insider advice to those students looking for
opportunities in these fields. Or•r ,_,,•I Ill/J•j 11111//11hl1WldJ, •JIJ#rlllnlll•• •r• RU.ti jT ••r,I •I,-1111, •ntl nlw•rllaa; the only way you
can take advantage of this fad is by building your list of networking contacts.
To RSVP, you must <omplete these 4 steps by Wednesday, Odober 1 s t :

1.
2.

3.
4.

Log Into your Trinity Recruiting account: http://tr1ncoll.erecrui1ing.com/er/security /login.ISP
Updo1e your personal profile on Trhity Recruiting by dicking on ''Proflle" and selec1tng ''View/Edit Profile Da1a."
Update and comple1e the following lnformo'tlort
A. Closs Year
B. Major
C Career PreferenceS: It Is lmpor1ant 1o list your spedflc career Interests as thls Information will be used In planning the event.
Register for the Ne1Working Reception via Trhity Recruiting. And the event listing on the Career Services Calendar and click "Sign Up"

O.rder business cards: All attending s1Udents sho\Ad have business cards to provide to the Trinity leaders they meet at the reception. Order your business ccm:hfree-of-charge by filling out an order form and submlt1tng It to Career Services. Order forms can be accessed at http://www.trJncoU.edu/Studentllfe/CareerServlces/
AnnOuncements.htm Forms can be emailed to ~-atl'Yla,s@trtncol.adu or dropptld-off ...,.,_ at the ea...... SerilaK Office.

live from the edge
Universes is an ensemble company of
multi-disciplined writers and performers
who fuse Poetry, Jazz, Hip-Hop, Politics,
Down Home Blues and Spanish Boleros
to create moving, challenging and
entertaining theatrical works.

Thursday
September 25, 2008
7:30 pm
Goodwin Theater
Austin Arts Center
FREE with a Trinity ID
$15 General Admission
$10 Discounts
Box Office: 860.297.2199

www.trincoll.edu/artsattrinity
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Women's Cross Country Places 10th Men's Rugby Looks to
Continue Success in '08

Courtesy of www.trincoll.edu/athletics

Kate Barton '10 at Shriner Invitational.

MAIT FUENTES '09
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Undoubtedly one of the
youngest squads in the region,
the women's cross country
team competed for the second
time this past weekend at
UMass Dartmouth.
Only three upper classman
are on the roster this year and
well over half of the team is
made up of freshman. Senior
Allie Lemire and juniors
Giselle Harrington and Kate
Barton will lead the team as
co-captains.
Nonetheless, the team performed far above their age and
experience level and placed
10th out of 41 teams. Lemire
led the Bantams with the
strongest race of her four-year
career, as she placed 13th
overall in the highly competitive field. She completed the

five-kilometer course in a time
of 18=48, a personal best, and
averaged 6=37 per mile. Only
five NESCAC runners managed to beat her, a result that
bodes well for her postseason
hopes.
Freshman standout Reagan
Aylmer was the second
Bantam to finish with a time
of 19: 19, good enough for 32nd
place. Aylmer has shown
promise this season, having
finished first of the eight
freshmen in both races.
Harrington was third for
Trinity, with an 83rd place finish and a time of 19:55.
Barton finished 20 seconds
later in 96th place. Katlin
Mock '12 completed the scoring for Trinity when she
crossed the line at 20:33 in
104th place. The aggregate
score for the five runners was
328 points, one point ahead of
11th place Wellesley College.
Though the three co-captains may be in the significant
minority, they are not alone in
terms of team leadership.
Trinity
alumna
Kristina
Miner returns as a two year
Graduate Assistant, and will
help Head Coach George
Suitor. Miner graduated last
spring after a career in which
she competed on the national
level multiple times. Her personal experiences should help
guide the young squad later in
the season when they begin to
approach the championship
meets.
The men's team joined the
women at UMass Dartmouth,
placing fifth overall. Hunter

Norte '09 led the Bantams
with an 11th place finish and
a time of 25:24 for the eight
kilometer
race.
Mike
Burnstein '12, who won his
inaugural collegiate race in
the last meet, placed 20th. His
time of 25:33 is very strong for
a freshman running his first
eight kilometer race and it
appears he could be a future
star
for
the
Bantams.
Brendan Powers '11, Wes
Halstead '11, and Ryan Lane
'10 were the other three
Trinity runners to score. After
dropping . out of his first race
due to injury, senior co-captain Sam Moor head elected
not to race.
Next weekend both teams
travel to Connecticut College
to run at Harkness State
Park, the home of last year's
New England Championships.
The following weekend they
will make their big trip of the
year when they fly out to
Hanover College in Indiana.

neither team could pull
together a strong drive. Bates
threatened with a strong 11play drive in the closing minutes of the third quarter, but
as the fourth quarter began,
Bates kicker Gavin SegallAbrams '11 missed a 36-yard
field goal.
The stalemate finally broke
in the fourth quarter as the
Bantams scored on a 36-yard
touchdown pass from McGrath
to Chris Hunt '11 with 6=50
remammg,
giving
the
Bantams a 17-0 lead. The
Trinity defense's stranglehold
on the Bates offense broke as a
20-yard touchdown pass from
Ryan Katon '12 to Sean Wirth
'10 with 3: 16 remaining cut
the Bantam lead to 10.
However this proved to be too
little too late, as the Bantams
were able to hold on to a 17-7
win.

McGrath led the Bantam
offense with 13 completions on
24 attempts for 167 yards and
a touchdown. The one-two
punch of Jackson and Ollie
Starnes '10 combined for 181
yards on 38 rushes. Senior

Connor Wells lead the receiving squad with 5 receptions for
55 yards, and Sophomore
Michael Galligan chimed in
with 3 receptions for 55 yards.
However, the most impressive
statistics belonged to the
Trinity defense, which held
Bates to only 35 yards on the
ground and 165 in the air.
Tyler Berry '09 lead the
Bantams with nine tackles
and a sack, and Conor Quinn
'09 contributed with seven
tackles of his own.
While this was by no
means the most dominating
performance by the Bantams
in recent memory, it was still a
hard earned and well-fought
victory. The offense used this
game as an opportunity to iron
out the wrinkles and to get
everyone on the same page,
while the new look defense
proved that it was just as dominating as the "Broad Street
Bullies" of prior years. The
Bantams will be looking to
take this momentum in
Williamstown on Saturday for
what many are calling the
game of year against perennial
NESCAC
powerhouse
Williams College.

several people do not know how
to play the game. More than
half of the Trinity team didn't
know how to play the game
until they signed up for the
club team. Luckily, the players
got the opportunity to learn the
game from two experienced
coaches, Bob Merola and Mike
Fox.
Head Coach Merola played
for the local rugby club team,
the Hartford Wonders and has
coached the game for over ten
years. Coach Fox played rugby
at Williams and makes the trip
down to practices and games
from
his
home
m
Massachusetts.
"Rugby is a way to be part
of a team and still have the
same comradery as a varsity
sport," said Symmes. '1t doesn't have the same time commit-

ment as the other sports, but
you still get the same adrenaline rush when it comes to playing the games on Saturdays."
He concluded, "We are always
looking for new people, of all
sizes, that are interested in a
new challenge and want to get
involved in a school activity."
For all prospective rugby
players, the team practices
from four to six on Tuesdays
and Thursdays. They play
games on the next five
Saturdays, in which they guarantee you will get playing time.
Their next game will be on
Saturday, Oct. 4 vs. New
Haven fonder 23). Getting
involved with a team that
already has a strong foundation of talent and leadership,
with the bonus of lifetime
friendships that will be made,
will surely enhance anyone's
college experience.

Trin Tennis Field Hockey Holds on
Places 3rd for Win Against Colby
at ECACs
HADLEY GLEASON '10
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Bantams Impress in Their
First Game of the Season
continued from page 16

continued from page 16

Courtesy of D.J. Patrick
D.J. Patrick '11 set to return a serve.

continued from page 16

The third place finish was
overall, a very successful
tournament for the Bantams.
"I think this was a very posi tive start to the season for
us," said Samarth. Although
the team lost two quality
starters to graduation last
year, there are no visible
holes in the team thanks to a
strong freshman class and a
new fitness coach, Reggie
Schornborn. Their expectations are high for the rest of
the season, with their sights
set on winning a NESCAC
championship.With an experienced
coach
m
Paul
Assaiante, a rigorous workout
schedule, and a winning attitude, the Bantams are reaching for the gold this year.

The Trinity College field
hockey team stayed perfect this
past Saturday with ~ second
half comeback against the
Colby College Mules.
The
Bantams struggled in their
NESCAC opener, with Colby
scoring early in the first half.
Colby
freshman
Heather
Quadir tipped in a shot by junior J evan Jammal from the
right of Trinity's net to put the
Mules up 1-0.
Coming into the game with
decisive wins against four nonNESCAC teams, the early lead
put the Bantams back on their
heels.
"We underestimated
Colby. We came out thinking
we were going to dominate
them the way we had dominated other teams in the beginning
of the season," said senior cocaptain Karli Del Rossi. ''You
just cannot think that way in
the NESCAC. The level of play
is just so much higher."
Trinity rallied three minutes
later, with Del Rossi scoring an
unassisted goal to tie the game.
Not to be outdone, Meryl Poulin
'11 quickly scored to regain the
lead for Colby and the game
went into halftime with Colby
on top 2-1.

After halftime, Trinity came
out with a vengeance, scoring
their second goal less than four
minutes into the second half.
Del Rossi, assisted by Christy
Bradley '11, lifted a ball past
the Colby goaltender to tie the
game once again. That goal put
the game in a deadlock for
almost thirty minutes, with a
few scares close to the net for
both teams.
With the game still tied and
with less than four minutes
remaining, a ball came out to
Carrie Wolcott '10 all alone on
the left side of the field.
Sprinting almost half the length
of the turf, Wolcott bounced the
ball across the circle to a waiting Bradley, who corralled and
redirected it into the Colby net
with 3:03 remaining on the
clock, sealing the Bantams 3-2
win. The win keeps the field
hockey team undefeated with a
record of 5-0.
While pleased with the victory, Del Rossi noted that the
team also learned a lot from
their competitive NESCAC
match-up. ''We need to take
things one game at a time and
not underestimate the other
team." Despite this, she added,
''We are good at changing our
mindsets and seeing when we
need to step it up."

Courtesy of Rebecca Weintraub
Senior defenseman Megan Hannigan tries to stop Colby from scoring on Saturday.
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Trinity Football Schools Bates 17-7 at Home in Season Opener
BANTAMS USE SUFFOCATING DEFENSE TO SHUT BOBCATS DOWN

Jordyn Sims

Junior Bobby Jackson tabs the hand-off from senior quarterback Eric McGrath in their first victory of the season. Jackson rushed for 80 yards in the game.

DAVID ALLBN '09
CONTRIBl.ITING WRITER

In their 132nd season
opener, the Bantams rolled
io a hard f-,Jlt. l '.1--7 victo·
ry over the Bates College
Bobcats. The Bantams,
coming off a 6·2 campaign
in 2007, were looking to
continue
their
strong
NESCAC play while Bates,
coming off a meager 1· 7 sea·
son, was looking to shock
the Bantams and become
this week's Cinderella.

Unfortunately for Bates,
midnight came vezy early
as the Bantams defense
overpowered them from the
start.
The Bobcate ~ved lae
opening kickoff, but couldn't get anything started as
Trinity forced them to punt
after three quick. downs.
The Bantams defense continued this trend by forcing
three straight three and
outs to start the game. On
the other side of the ball,
the Bantams offense scored

on their first drive of the
season, with a 33-yard field
goai by Adam Cox '09. The
Bantams topped this on
their next offensive proces·

of the first and second quarters, the Bantam offense
slowed down and a fh,...& _

play. 61 yard' drift
resulted in a 2·yard. touch·

5

down run by Bobby Jackson
10 and a 10·0 Bantam lead.
This score held for the
remaiuder of the first half,
as the Bantam defense con·
tinued to smother the
Bobcats offense. However,
during the last few minutes
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the mistake that could have ...
been extremely costly wu~the fumble by Jackson on
the Trinity 35-yard line
with 0:50 remaining in the
was snapped. The offensive
stalemate continued through
half. But on the ensuing
play, an interception by
out the third quarter, as
Harryl Smith '09 ended the
Bates threat.
see BANTAMS on page 15

JJ's Spin on Trin Sports: Men's Rugby Samarth & Patrick Win
ECAC Doubles Title
JOEY ROBERTS '11
SPORTS WRITER

When you are not recog·
nized as a varsity sport on campus, it is hard to gain recognition for the accomplishments
you achieve. An undefeated fall
season last year and a 7-1
spring season have the Men's
Rugby team expecting big
things for the fall and spring
seasons. However, because it is
a club team, their biggest concern is being able to find
enough players for two teams
rather than concentrating on
the opponents they will be battling in the coming week.
''It was our primary goal
coming into this season to get
new players. Last season we
were down in numbers, to the
point that we had players playing back to back games on
Saturdays," said club president
Jason Symmes '09.
The returning rugby play·
ers accomplished their primary
goal, as more than twenty new
players have come out to test

their toughness. The new players should provide a solid supporting cast to a strong return·
ing nucleus.
The core group includes
Symmes, Josh Albin '09,
Jordan Rhodes '09, Jon Quinn
'10, Joey Matarazzi '11, and
Nick Isbrandtsen '10. They
have a lot of momentum going
into this season, coming off a
victory over Division II
Williams College in the last
game of the spring season.
lsbrandtsen, also a Trinity
lacrosse standout, played on

the USA Eagles this summer,
which is one of the U.S. nation·
al teams. With the experience
he has gained on the national
level, lsbrandtsen looks to lead
the Bantams to another perfect
fall season over teams such as
Wesleyan
University,
University of New Haven, and
Western Connecticut State
University.
Since rugby is not glorified
in the U.S. like other sports
such as football or basketball,

see MEN'S on page 15

Courtesy of Jason Symmes

The men's rugby team aims to stay undefeated during the upcoming fall season.

BEN SPEICHER '11
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Playing host to Fairfield
University, University of
Delaware,
New
Jersey's
Science
&
Technology
University,
New
York
University, and Lafayette
College, the Trinity College
men's tennis team put on a
display of quality tennis in
the Eastern College Athletic
Conference (ECAC) Open
Championships.
This past weekend, the
Bantams sent three singles
players and a doubles team to
the finals of each other their
flights. After they each dominated the first two rounds of
the tournament winning in
straight sets, Anson McCook
'12, Nick White '10, and David
Yahng '09 all lost in their
championship singles games.
In the Flight B final against
Delaware's Andre Vorobyov

'12, McCook took the first set
6·2 before dropping the next
three sets, 3-6, 6-7, 2-7. White
lost in the Flight C final
against Delaware's Nolan
Greenberg '09, 6-3, C-6, 5-7.
In the Flight D, Yahng lost to
freshman Joe Michalisin from
Fairfield 1·6, 6-2, 2-6.
The doubles team of co·
captain Guatam Samarth '09
and D.J. Patrick '11 dominated the doubles flight finals
against
Fairfield's
Chip
Palumbo '09 and Dan Sauter
'12. Samarth and Patrick won
the championship in three
sets, 6-3, 4-6, 6-2. In the overall standings, the Bantams
came up just short in the
overall team standings by
placing third with 14 points.
Delaware won the tourna·
ment with 15.5 points and
runner-up Fairfield had a
total of 14.5 points .

see TRIN on page 15

